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 TRUSTED
SOURCE 

presents

 BRÅVES

"Catch Me" Music Video
 

This month, Trusted Source is happy to present the
music video for the song "Catch Me" by the
band BRÅVES. The video features actor Matthew
Lillard and disability rights activist Dr. Victor
Santiago Pineda. The video is an exuberant
compliment to the song, with its empowering
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PRODUCTION VALUE

The camerawork acts as another performer, its
motion and angles adding to the playful
atmosphere while the editing keeps tempo with the
music. 

PERFORMANCE

We love these two performances: open, alive, and
sensuous. There's no fear of contact, no feeling of
pity. And we love the reversal of roles and how
each plays o� the others' aggression.

MESSAGE

The video sends a clear message of love and
inclusion; of not fearing "traditional social
boundaries." And it does it all visually with sight
and sound.

There is so much exciting and well-made
media about disability. The challenge is knowing
where to �nd it, and how to use it.

message of liberation and being yourself. Lillard
and Pineda share a minimalist, art installation-
esque space, which they use to dance and playfully
interact with each other.  

Dr. Victor Santiago Pineda is an accomplished
social development scholar whose research
projects explore disability in urban planning and
policy. He has advised international agencies such
as the World Bank and United Nations, as well as
state and federal governments with programs and
policies that include people with disabilities. 

THREE REASONS TO WATCH
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Trusted Source is a monthly media
recommendation that you can use in your trainings
and classrooms, and that you can share with your
networks.  We hope you �nd these pieces as
insightful and inspiring as we do.

Visit www.welcomechange.org for more info, and
follow us on social media below!

 

GOT A MEDIA SUGGESTION? LET US KNOW!

Welcome Change Productions
info@welcomechange.org
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